On November 5, 1974, incumbent U.S. Representative Dan Kuykendall, a white Republican from Memphis, stood before the television cameras exulting in his re-election to a fifth term by a margin of nearly 5,000 votes. Viewers watched as the on-air hosts interrupted coverage of Kuykendall’s victory speech to announce that totals had been revised—and that Kuykendall had been unseated by State Representative Harold Ford, a black Democrat. The margin of victory was at first believed to be a mere 600 votes; in the final recount, Ford won by 774 votes out of 135,136 cast in Tennessee’s Eighth Congressional District. Ford’s count was only 0.6% higher than his opponent’s. The intrigue of the night’s events was heightened when Ford revealed that the 5,000 votes that put him over the top had come out of six unopened ballot boxes from majority-black precincts, discovered in the basement of the Shelby County Administration Building. Ford’s campaign workers, it seemed, had observed more votes cast than the press had reported, and had gone looking for uncounted ballots. Thus it was on a night of high electoral drama that Memphis elected the first black Tennessean ever to serve in the U.S. Congress. Ford was among a small group of trailblazing black representatives from the South. Since Reconstruction, only Andrew Young of Atlanta and Barbara Jordan of Houston (both elected in 1972) had joined the House of Representatives. The streets of Ford’s neighborhood of South Memphis filled with peaceful revelers and Ford succinctly summarized the key to his victory: “The people gave me the most votes.” He was elected from a district that for over a century had stood as a bastion of urban segregation and white supremacy. Demographic shifts, party realignment, and reapportionment,
In November 1974, Memphians elected Harold Ford, Sr., by a mere 774 vote margin. Ford became the first black Tennessean to serve in the U.S. Congress. (U.S. House of Representatives)
however, had turned the district into one with a majority of Democratic voters and a near-majority of black voters. It opened the door for a black man to ascend to the highest level of legislative power. And Harold Ford became that man through a combination of dissatisfaction with the Republican Party, local political savvy, and shrewd rhetoric.

Events of the 1960s primed Memphis for electing a black candidate. As happened across the nation, black voters aligned with the Democratic Party and various reforms (including abolition of the poll tax in Tennessee and the 1965 Voting Rights Act) increased the black franchise. In Memphis, this increase was less spectacular than elsewhere in the South, owing to the fact that in the first half of the twentieth century, as historian Elizabeth Gitter notes, “an unusually large number of black Memphians could vote compared with their counterparts in the rest of the South, and many African Americans, both in the South and elsewhere, saw Memphis as a model for political mobilization.” In a trend similar to other Southern districts, many white voters were switching to the Republican Party. The black population of Memphis boomed in real numbers as mechanization of cotton fields forced rural blacks into the city to seek work, and also in proportion to the overall population as court-ordered busing to achieve racial integration in schools led many white families to move into the suburbs. Finally, the state legislature drew district boundaries in response to the 1962 U.S Supreme Court ruling in Baker v. Carr. That decision required that legislative districts be as nearly equal as possible in population so that all votes had equal weight. (This doctrine was summarized in the phrase “one man, one vote.”)

Black politicians had broken the color barrier in 1964. In a city with at-large elections where white voters routinely refused to support black candidates, the only chance for a black candidate to win was the “one-shot” technique. In a field of many white candidates but only a single black candidate, black voters were asked to restrict their vote to the single black candidate. In theory, concentrating the votes for the black candidate might give him enough support to squeak past the threshold. Although this technique was tried numerous times between 1951 and 1964 it was successful only twice, when Democrat A.W. Willis was elected to the state House of Representatives and H.T. Lockard was chosen to serve as a judge in 1964. The black press characterized the victories of Willis and Lockard as owing to an “all-out effort” to mobilize the black community, whose votes provided the margins of victory over white support for Republican candidates. Despite the growth of the black Democratic electorate, party leaders in Memphis made no efforts to align white Democratic and black Democratic campaigns.

By eliminating at-large county elections and imposing district voting, the Baker ruling meant that previously exclud-
ed minorities—in Tennessee, blacks and Republicans—gained power proportional to their share of the population. Blacks in urban districts made immediate and lasting gains beginning in 1966. The number of black Tennessee legislators increased from one in 1965 to nine, or nearly one-tenth of the General Assembly, in 1971. In the long term, the opportunity for black politicians to gain office and make connections in Nashville allowed them to build on their experience to ascend to higher office.

Harold Ford was not the first black politician to sense the possibility of victory in the Eighth District, but he succeeded where James Oglethorpe “J. O.” Patterson, the pioneering black candidate for the seat, had failed in 1972. Ford was a campaigner and politician uniquely able to exploit the politics of a racially mixed electorate.

In response to *Baker* and related rulings, the Tennessee legislature carved out districts in 1966 that produced a Republican majority in the Ninth Congressional District and divided the black electorate among three districts. The new boundaries allowed for Republican Dan Kuykendall to defeat incumbent Democrat George Grider in 1966 and enjoy increasing margins of victory through 1970. However, the full impact of “one man, one vote” was felt only after the 1970 census, following which the state legislature redrew boundaries to reflect updated population figures.

It also engaged in a political battle over redistributing constituencies over fewer districts. The 1970 census reduced Tennessee’s Congressional delegation by one seat, and elections that year returned Democratic majorities in both houses of the state legislature. In the 1972 legislative session, those majorities drew new boundaries to produce as many Democratic-majority districts as possible—specifically “to increase the party’s 5 to 4 margin over Republicans in the national House of Representatives to a 6 to 2 ratio. This plan would leave Shelby [County] divided into three sections—two of them represented by rural congressmen—and would draw a strong Democratic district for Republican Dan Kuykendall so that he couldn’t get re-elected.” Although many white voters had switched to the Republican Party, enough white Democrats remained to establish a strong Democratic district—once black voters were included.

Kuykendall put on a brave face about the redistricting, telling a party gathering, “I shall run in the district in which I live and, with your help, I shall be re-elected in November.” Nonetheless, it was widely expected that the 1972 redistricting meant a loss of the seat for the Republicans. The press reported “Kuykendall Loses in Redistricting,” and after Kuykendall later did lose his seat, he stated, “I was defeated in 1974, primarily as a result of
Dan Kuykendall was the first Republican ever elected from his district in 1966. In 1972, J.O. Patterson pioneered as the first black candidate to challenge a white candidate for the seat. (Kuykendall, from U.S. House of Representatives, and Patterson, from Memphis/Shelby County Public Library)

Redistricting by the state legislature. In the Eighth District in 1972, black voters constituted only 39% of the registered electorate—fewer than anticipated during the redistricting debate. Nonetheless, 98% of the black community lived in the district, giving them powerful influence in the electoral process.

Democratic activist John Bakke recalls that party leaders had no expectation that a black candidate would win nomination in the new district. With the newly created Democratic-majority district, however, the black political class quickly gathered around a single candidate for the U.S. House race in 1972. State Senator J.O. Patterson announced his candidacy on April 10, and state Representative Harold Ford followed on April 26. In response to concerns that his campaign would “split the Black vote,” Ford remarked that he was “the people’s choice” and would emerge victorious in the primary. In short order, however, Ford had a change of heart, which Bakke attributes to an informal deal in which Patterson would run in 1972 with the understanding that if he were unsuccessful, then Ford would
have a clear path to the nomination among black candidates in 1974.\textsuperscript{10}

Patterson, a lawyer and scion of a prominent Church of God in Christ bishop and who held a city council seat as well as a state senate post, cruised to the Democratic nomination with 63\% of the vote. The general election revealed the power of racial bias to trump party loyalty, however. It was reported that “a number of long-time Democratic leaders have said they can’t vote for Patterson, and have declared support of Kuykendall.” Kuykendall “frankly” said “his hope for victory lies with the 59 per cent white voters. He believes Patterson will get most of the black votes and that he (Kuykendall) will get most of the white votes.” Although Patterson expected to receive the votes of at least a quarter of the white population in his district, he lost the general election to Kuykendall, 55\% to 45\%. While in the early 1970s, incumbency (isolated from other factors) conferred a built-in advantage of about two percent of the vote to a Congressional candidate, Kuykendall’s 1972 victory was attributable to more than the incumbency effect. The number of white Democrats voting for Kuykendall clearly exceeded the expectations of the state legislators who envisioned the district as a Democratic stronghold. As the relatively liberal white-oriented \textit{Press-Scimitar} remarked in a postmortem editorial, “A funny thing happened on the way to the polls. Yesterday’s results show Kuykendall the winner by 20,000 votes. At the same time, redistricting threw enough conservative voters into the Sixth District to help [Republican Robin] Beard upset the four-term [Democrat William R.] Anderson.” Other observers called it “a classic example of a redistricting plan backfiring on its creators.” Even so, there were plenty of political lessons to be learned from the Patterson defeat. In 1974 Harold Ford would prove an avid pupil.\textsuperscript{11}

\begin{center}
\textbf{Harold Eugene Ford}
\end{center}

Harold Eugene Ford was born in 1945 as the seventh of twelve children to Newton J. (“N. J.”) and Vera Ford, who lived in poverty in a semi-rural area south of Memphis. N. J. Ford operated a funeral parlor, where he and his children made important connections.\textsuperscript{12} The Fords embraced their roles as community servants, both in undertaking and in politics, and established a reputation for attentive service to clients and constituents. As scholar Susan E. Smith has detailed, black funeral directors were often active in campaigns for justice, which lent them credibility in black politics. N. J. Ford ran for the Democratic nomination to the state House of Representatives in 1966 but lost to the incumbent, A.W. Willis. Harold, then a college senior, served as his father’s campaign manager.\textsuperscript{13}

Ford graduated from Tennessee State University in 1967 and briefly pursued a career with IBM in Philadelphia before
returning to Memphis to work full-time at the funeral home. The requirements of the undertaking business led him to earn a degree in mortuary science in 1969. Throughout this period he remained active in the non-violent civil rights movement. By his own account, he "marched in all Dr. Martin Luther King’s demonstrations, worked in the NAACP, Shelby County Democratic Club and the Southern Christian Leadership Council."\(^{14}\)

Ford’s first campaign, to unseat State Representative James L. Taylor from the 96th District, relied on little in the way of print advertising—he seems to have purchased just a single ad in the black-oriented Memphis *World* that played on the contemporaneous slogan of the Ford Motor Company. He relied instead upon his family’s network of acquaintances and sought supporters among what he described as “the silent majority—through churches, civic clubs, PTAs” and other groups. Even in his first foray into the political arena, his tireless effort attracted notice as “an all-out campaign.” He received the endorsements of the *Press-Scimitar*, the conservative white-oriented *Commercial Appeal*, and the black-oriented *Tri-State Defender*. Hard work and an agenda were not Ford’s only assets: political reporter Null Adams wrote that he “looks like a page out of *Esquire* [the men’s fashion magazine], and may well be the best-dressed man in the Tennessee legislature.”\(^{15}\)

No stranger to knocking on doors—he supplemented his mortician’s wages by selling encyclopedias—Ford “visited every home twice, attended every neighborhood rally, and appeared in every church and on every street corner” in his district. Ford won the nomination with 63% of the vote in the almost all-black district. Although he faced no Republican opposition Ford had to campaign against Taylor once more, as the latter filed as an independent for the general election. Ford continued his campaign, “working with his wife at bus stops in the morning and going house to house at night seeking a heavy turnout of voters in the general election.” In that general election, 25-year-old Ford won 74% of the vote and a seat in the Tennessee House of Representatives.\(^{16}\)

As a new legislator, Ford quickly proved that his networking skills were not limited to South Memphis. He was appointed to the important post of majority whip, an unusual position for a freshman representative.\(^{17}\) Thereafter he established his *bona fides* as a legislator. In early 1971 he participated in coordinated actions by all six black House members to boycott legislation until black-sponsored bills were brought to the floor. Ford’s bill was a measure to “prohibit Memphis Light, Gas, and Water division [MLGW, the city’s public utility] from assessing late charges on accounts prior to 25 days after the billing date.” This would prove to be his signature accomplishment as a
Ford's first campaign, for the state house in 1970, played off a popular Ford Motor Company ad of the day, "Ford has a better idea!" (From the Memphis World, 25 July 1970)

state legislator. A banner headline in early 1972 noted that it was a "Big Victory for Rep. Ford."18

Ford's newfound prominence allowed him to seize opportunities for leadership and publicity. He built a local political organization that helped elect his chosen candidates to local office. He served as a leader of the Tennessee delegation to the National Black Political Convention (also called the Gary Convention) and on a committee to investigate police brutality in Memphis. He recruited his older brother John to run for Memphis City Council in 1971, and true to form, in John Ford's campaign "his brother and father had people working everywhere." Ford's work even brought him national attention, as he was featured in a photo spread in Ebony on "Black Power in State Governments." In the spring of 1972 he announced and then quickly withdrew from the race for the Eighth Congressional district Democratic nomination. Nonetheless, he easily won re-nomination for his State House seat and was victorious in the general election against a black Republican opponent.19

The Press-Scimitar called Ford "the most outspoken of blacks in the legisla-
By 1974, public dissatisfaction with the Nixon economy was high. Nixon’s efforts, such as placing Sammy Davis, Jr., on the National Advisory Council on Economic Opportunity, had not improved his popularity as food costs burgeoned. (Chart from Newsweek, August 19, 1974, and Davis with Nixon, July 1, 1971, Library of Congress)

THE NIXON ECONOMY

In 1965, Richard Nixon inherited a booming economy plagued by inflation. Then came a recession followed by a recovery. But when Mr. Nixon left office last week, the economy was again in a slump—with prices rising faster than ever.
tured” and noted that his family had built “an election machine almost unbeatable in the black community.” He coupled “the money and position of the Ford family name” with “tempered militancy in the predominantly black district to maintain a strong voting base.” It was in this period that the Ford organization introduced the “Ford ballot.” Candidates seeking his endorsement would provide cash payment, and in return their names would appear on a sample ballot printed by the Ford campaign. The money was not used for Ford’s personal enrichment—it underwrote the printing of literature, helped with payroll for campaign workers, and paid for refreshments for those working on the campaign. The “Ford machine” also delivered tangible goods to voters in targeted neighborhoods, such as baskets of food at Thanksgiving.  

In 1973, Ford was chosen by his colleagues to be Secretary of the House, and was appointed to the rules committee. He guided bills through the legislature to improve rat-infested housing, provide for statewide kindergarten, and establish a school for the deaf in Memphis. He also continued to appear in newspapers, both for his investigations of MLGW’s service in poor neighborhoods and for a “direct action” incident involving the Memphis City Council. Council member John Ford, Harold’s brother, had declared in February 6 meeting that the chair, Thomas Todd, was failing to recognize him in a timely manner. As another council member interrupted John said, “Why don’t you just shut the hell up?” Upon which, Todd threatened to have John Ford removed from the chambers. A week later, Harold Ford and around 100 supporters appeared before the city council during a hearing on zoning matters. They asked for a waiver of the rules of order to allow several demonstrators to speak in support of John Ford and to call for Todd’s resignation (public addresses to the council were reserved for the end of meetings.) When the demonstrators were refused the podium, they persisted in passive interruption of the meeting with loud massed humming, growing to rhythmic clapping and choruses of “We Shall Overcome” and “Lift Every Voice and Sing” in response to repeated requests from the chair for quiet. Their spokesman Harold Ford was defiant. Eventually police were called and the demonstrators left without incident. Reactions to the protest were racially polarized. The Press-Scimitar wrote that the Fords were seeking to “harass” Todd and “proved nothing except that they are capable of creating a disturbance.” The Tri-State Defender, by contrast, hailed “Right On, Mr. Ford,” claiming that the sentiment throughout the black community was in support of John Ford. “As long as people like Councilman Todd attempt to ignore the voices of Blacks,” the paper’s editor wrote, “they will get the brand of new Black static that has been the vanguard of every significant movement that has
taken place in this country in the past ten years.”

Entering the election year of 1974, then, Harold Ford found himself positioned as an important leader in the black community of Memphis, but with a reputation of antagonism toward the white-led establishment.

In early 1974 several black politicians came to Ford and urged him to seek the Democratic nomination to oppose Kuykendall. Their entreaty came at the right time, as Ford was thinking of stepping away from the state legislature. “He was tired of the full-time work and part-time salary of a legislator” and was seeking to improve his financial situation, perhaps by expanding the mortuary business. Ford figured that his chances were better in 1974 than two years before, and his vacating his state house seat would give his brother Emmitt a chance to run.

The Eighth District, and the nation, had changed a great deal in two years. For one thing, demographics had been altered by white reactions to court-ordered busing to achieve substantial racial integration in the Memphis public schools (token integration had begun in 1961 but in 1973 almost all students still attended segregated schools). The busing decision, implemented in the 1973–1974 academic year, had provoked outrage and dissension among parents of both races. It became the issue that “dominated the political and social life of Memphis during the 1970s and well into the next decade,” according to political reporter John Branston. Moreover, that period was characterized by what historian Sharon Wright calls a “power struggle” between black and white political factions. Even before busing began in January 1974, but at an accelerated pace afterward, white families moved out of the city school district; in a single year, more than 20% of the students in Memphis City Schools—most of them white—had enrolled elsewhere. By 1974, the Eighth Congressional District had changed to 47.5% black in population, bringing the number of white votes needed for a Democratic victory closer to 11% of the white electorate—much fewer than the 25% Patterson had needed but more than the 9% Patterson actually received.

In addition, 1974 was a good year to be challenging an incumbent Republican. Public dissatisfaction with the economy was high. Since the beginning of the Richard Nixon administration in 1969, prices had climbed 60% while wages had only increased 7%, and unemployment was above 5% (a rate that was considered appalling at the time.) Particularly distressing was an embargo of oil exports by the Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries from October 1973 through March 1974, which led to shortages, rationing, and a doubling of gasoline prices. Food costs burgeoned, in part because of the “Russian Wheat
Headlines offered a steady drip of bad economic news: families requiring a 10% boost in income simply to stay even; General Motors’ profits plummeting 73%; a drought devastating the cotton crop, the price of sugar tripling in a year, public utilities threatening to run out of electricity, and even a strike by professional football players. In addition, President Nixon was embroiled in the Watergate scandal. Many Republican members of Congress, Kuykendall included, had defended Nixon as unjustly accused. Kuykendall even appeared on the House floor in 1973 brandishing a noose to decry the “legislative lynch mob” that was the House committee investigating Watergate.

Overall, many observers found the United States in a dispirited mood. For Harold Ford, however, general malaise would not win him a victory—he needed to address the specifics of his constituency. Despite the fact that “the influence of black people had boomed in Memphis and Shelby County since the beginning of the civil rights movement,” no other city had an electorate as racially polarized as Memphis. Not only did the Patterson/Kuykendall Congressional race in 1972 find 90% of blacks supporting the Democrat and 90% of whites supporting the Republican, but so did the George McGovern/Nixon presidential contest.

Considering the challenges facing him, Ford sought to learn the lessons of Patterson’s defeat. If Patterson had seemed aloof and lazy, Ford would be visibly hardworking. If Patterson had allowed rifts in the black community to continue, Ford would solidify the black vote. If Patterson had taken for granted his liberal base, Ford would cultivate it. If Patterson had suffered defection among white Democrats, Ford would cleave to the party. And if Patterson had alienated undecided white voters, Ford would woo them. Above all, Ford needed to fight the election on the merits (and demerits) of Kuykendall’s record; appeals for votes on the grounds of racial justice had very little resonance for the white voters of Memphis.

The first step, of course, was to win the primary in August. Ford maintained his public profile through work on behalf of black interests—such as pressuring the Tennessee Board of Regents to create a position of executive vice president to advocate for black university students and faculty; investigating whether police drug raids in South Memphis were unconstitutional; organizing demonstrations in favor of higher wages for disabled state employees; and continuing to investigate whether MLGW engaged in discriminatory practices.

Patterson had won the black vote in the 1972 primary, of course, but had captured only 91% of the black vote in the general election. Partly, this was due to Patterson’s lack of coordination with organizations such as the South Memphis-centered Shelby County Democratic Club.
(SCDC), many of whose leaders "sat on their hands" during the 1972 election. Exacerbating Patterson's plight was an outright breach with Cornelia Crenshaw, an influential leader of the North Memphis-based Kennedy Democratic Organization, who bitterly and publicly opposed some of Patterson's decisions as a city council member. But most of all, Patterson had taken for granted the black and liberal vote, commenting, "Where else will they go?"30

Through the primary season Ford cultivated his image as a black populist, not only through his use of his office to influence public affairs, but through functions and soirees. A gala dinner in his honor on January 5 drew stalwarts of black leadership such as Maxine Smith, executive secretary of the Memphis NAACP, and Maceo Walker, president of the Universal Life Insurance Company. Ford maintained a steady schedule of appearances at community events and demonstrations.31 Although he did not announce his candidacy for Congress until March 18, it must have been known among legislators earlier. A bill introduced in February to revise the boundaries of the Eighth District—ostensibly to correct an oversight in the 1972 law that left two otherwise unattached precincts as Eighth District enclaves within the Sixth District, but which would have had the effect of increasing the black share of the Eighth District's population to about 48%—acquired the nickname of "The 'Elect Harold Ford' Bill."32

In keeping with his emphasis on black political power, the kickoff event for Ford's primary campaign was a banquet in April that drew 2,000 attendees. His guests of honor included three black mayors—two from small cities and Tom Bradley of Los Angeles. Ford had several prominent white Democrats speak as well. Almost every notable black leader in Memphis was in attendance, including Lt. George W. Lee, Memphis's leading black Republican. The soul music superstar Isaac Hayes provided entertainment. Ford projected his campaign theme in terms of empowerment: "The people have been shut out of government long enough, too long. The people of Memphis have been denied true representation in Washington and I am here to change all of that."33

From the start of his campaign Ford maintained a steady focus on the flaws of the incumbent. He blasted Kuykendall for peddling influence, for failing to address rising crime, and for catering to special interests at the expense of urban needs. "I think Memphis, being an urban city, cannot afford having a congressman representing it on a federal level whose only concern is to milk dairy people, the oil industry, ITT, and support the Nixon administration," thundered Ford. He also continued to proclaim his allegiance to black interests in Memphis, which he identified with anti-poverty programs. He emphasized his efforts to improve housing in poor neighborhoods and condemned the military budget. When discussing a
plan to extend the I-40 freeway through Overton Park in Memphis, he wondered, “How can we talk about spending millions of dollars on a road when hundreds of thousands of people in this city live in substandard housing?” He further called for increased federal spending on schools, and insisted on closing tax loopholes for the rich to reduce the tax burden on lower incomes. On the most pressing issue, inflation, Ford asserted that a change in federal spending priorities from military outlays to public services would slow the growth of upward price pressures.

Throughout the campaign Ford insisted that his solutions were programs for all Memphians. “Inflation knows no color,” he repeated at every stop. A newspaper ad labelled “Memphis Needs a Friend” summarized his positions, none of which were focused on racial issues: “a return to reasonable food prices; a mass rollback in the high cost of gasoline; more federal dollars for housing; increased spending for our children’s education; a veto-proof Congress; a decent income for working people guaranteed by a higher minimum wage; a Social Security reform bill that works; programs that deal with the causes as well as the effects of crime.”

Ford’s primary campaign was relatively de-racialized because he had secured the support of the black political establishment early on and could focus on swaying undecided white voters. Although early indications were that several other black candidates were interested in filing for the seat, in the end Ford faced just five white opponents in the primary. The Washington Post reported, “Black churches recently helped raise $40,000 for him by sponsoring a rally at which singer Isaac Hayes performed.” Ford received the endorsements of “every one of the black organizations, without exception.” Prominent black officials from outside Memphis campaigned on his behalf.
A certain degree of adulation occurred. Blair T. Hunt, pastor of the Mississippi Boulevard Christian Church and longtime mainstay of accommodationist black politics, declared, “I have met some fine men in my time but none of them even compare to Harold Ford.” The Tri-State Defender raved about his “dynamic presentation and understanding of the problems of the neighborhood,” as well as his “beautiful family” and many accomplishments. Art Gilliam, one of his campaign staffers, wrote an editorial defending the Ford organization by saying, “The Fords may well be on their way to becoming political ‘bosses.’ But if that is what it takes to unite the black community and to make the effort to bring a more progressive philosophy to local politics, then ‘bossism’ may not be such a bad thing.”

Ford maintained a vigorous schedule of personal campaigning, while projecting an image of success with status symbols such as fashionable clothes and late-model vehicles. The Washington Post recorded a typical day in the primary campaign: “A young black mortician, driving a new Cadillac, answers the phone in his car, talks briefly, then pulls over to the curb and hops out, hailing strangers to talk about inflation and impeachment.” The paper also noted a recent tour of his district with a “motorcade of 30 cars that included an escort of hired security guards on motorcycles and a band on a flatbed truck.” In this way, Ford provided some reassurance to supporters of Patterson who felt that his 1972 campaign had been undermined by the candidate’s “laziness.”

The contrast to Ford’s busy schedule and visible outreach was notable—Ford “put together caravans that were hugely popular and effective in the black community. A dozen vehicles would wind slowly through residential neighborhoods carrying campaign workers who would put up yard signs and hand out candy to kids. Harold would be there on the back of a flatbed truck, smiling and making speeches.” Even though the Press-Scimitar declined to endorse him, the paper commended Ford “for an especially energetic and clean campaign.”

Rarely did Ford’s closeness to the black community emerge as a rhetorical device to put down white opponents. One of his rivals for the nomination was Sister Mary Anne Guthrie, a Dominican nun with a history of community service to the poor in black neighborhoods of Memphis. At a campaign event where both Guthrie and Ford were in attendance, Guthrie emphasized that she knew the needs of the community as well as any candidate, but that she stood a better chance to defeat Kuykendall in the fall. Ford’s reply called upon black pride and racial justice:

I don’t think I have tried to make an issue out of race... It boils down to who is interested in the community. I live in this community which I came from. I will not come to you during
the day and work for you then go home at night and sleep in the white community. It is going to take a man in the halls of Congress who can speak out for your needs... I don’t know why it is in the black community we always have to hand over our votes to the whites at election time. It is time to go to the white community and tell them that a black man is qualified to represent them too. Who can honestly say in a community that is 45 percent black, that a black man cannot win in November?37

Although some reporters observed a “lack of enthusiastic support from many of the city’s black leaders,” the extent of Ford’s backing by the black establishment may be seen in a single image: the Tri-State Defender, newspaper of record for the Memphis black community, placed its endorsement of Ford on the front page, above the masthead, for both the primary and the general election.38

At the final count, Ford’s assertiveness, relentlessness, and political savvy within the black community won him the nomination. Detailed estimates of the racial breakdown in the primary election are unavailable. However, in balloting on August 1 that “appeared to be more than 50 per cent black,” Ford received 63% of the vote—more than all his white opponents combined. The primary election also found John Ford unseating J.O. Patterson for the state Senate nomination and Emmitt Ford nominated to run for Harold’s state House seat. The three districts overlapped, and the brothers had pooled campaign resources to boost voter turnout from South Memphis. The “Ford ballot” had been important, too. In the gubernatorial primary, losing candidate Jake Butcher had allied with the Ford organization. Because Butcher was one of the best funded of the candidates, his contributions to the Ford ballot were substantial and boosted Ford’s ability to get out the vote.39

Ford’s next task was to turn his attention to defeating Kuykendall in November. The challenge was formidable, even if the summer of 1974 had exposed some of the incumbent’s weaknesses. Kuykendall had faced primary challenges from three other candidates, although he defeated them with about 82% of the vote. Worse, the Watergate scandal deepened to a crisis, as the U.S. House Judiciary Committee considered articles of impeachment for Nixon. Although Kuykendall had been a staunch supporter of Nixon, even boasting of his personal friendship with the president, on August 7 he was forced publicly to state his support for impeachment after tapes emerged on which Nixon was heard confessing to obstruction of justice. Nixon announced his resignation the next day, and was succeeded in office by Vice President Gerald Ford. But Kuykendall’s closeness to Nixon placed him in embarrassing positions during the final days of Watergate and afterward.40
Ford’s ad “Memphis Needs a Friend” summarized his positions in the campaign, with focuses on food and gas prices, housing, education, a veto-proof Congress, higher wages, Social Security, and crime. (Tri-State Defender, June 29, 1974)

Kuykendall’s fall campaign was hampered not only by the economy and Watergate, but by a Congressional session that ran long (it did not recess until October 17, although Kuykendall returned to Memphis for campaign events on weekends) and his own failure to consider Ford a serious threat. Bakke reports that Kuykendall felt that Patterson, with his education and more formal affect, was a more formidable challenger than Ford with his “blackser” style, and Kuykendall had comfortably dispatched Patterson. Consequently, Kuykendall did not organize his campaign with as much rigor as he had in 1972. He spent some of his time working the Republican dinner circuit in other states. Compounding his absence was Kuykendall’s lackadaisical fundraising: although incumbents in U.S. House races typically outstrip challengers in fundraising at every phase of the campaign cycle, Ford narrowly edged the incumbent in fundraising. The tally at the
end of October showed Ford having raised $102,859 and Kuykendall $101,688. In contrast, Kuykendall’s 1972 campaign spent $124,860, far more than Patterson’s $90,509. Perhaps more telling is that Ford spent most of his funds on staff payroll, while Kuykendall devoted his budget to radio and television advertisements. It was a sign of complacency that Kuykendall did not dedicate himself to establishing the “ground game” of poll watchers, ward heelers, and canvassers that was in place for his challenger.41

Ford faced considerable obstacles on his own part. He had to attain unity within his Democratic Party after a contentious primary. He had a brother in politics whose reputation in the white community was that of a racial provocateur. And he had to win over the undecided white vote. Ford pursued party unity early and often during the general election campaign. Patterson had witnessed a number of defections among white Democratic leaders, but Ford fought against that by going to the top of the ticket. On September 8 he met with Gene Blanton, a representative of the Democratic nominee for governor, Ray Blanton. The two publicly “pledged support for the entire Democratic ticket.” Ford performed radio ads for Blanton that aired on black-oriented stations and Blanton supported Ford in ads on white-oriented stations. The Ford campaign distributed literature and yard signs for both candidates. In some white neighborhoods a Blanton sign would be offered first, and then Ford would add, “Are you sure you don’t want one of my signs, too?” According to Bakke, Ford stressed being “seen as a Democrat first and a black second.”42

Working closely with Blanton would have been difficult for many black politicians—he had a conservative voting record on civil rights that O.Z. Evers, a prominent black Democrat, said “should be an insult to decent thinking people.” But Ford’s firm support from the black rank-and-file gave him credibility that allowed for alliances with unlikely partners. Far from being a surreptitious combination, this partnership was hailed by Blanton: “The polls show that Harold is ahead at this point. I think his race will help the Democratic ticket here.”43

Ford also pulled together the strands of white Democratic politics that had been laid out in the primary. By the end of September he had retained primary opponents Guthrie and Joan Best on his (nominal) campaign committee. Newspaper ads that ran in October included all of his primary opponents on the list of his supporters. It helped that Democrats sensed that 1974 would be a good year for them and so were willing to exert extra efforts to promote party unity. The effort was noticed by the Memphis press, who recorded that “Democrats are lined up solidly behind their nominee as never before in our memory,” and “seldom have so many white leaders taken the stump for a black candidate as in the cur-
rent race.” Ford did his part, working into his schedule at least a dozen Democratic unity events between Labor Day and Election Day. Nationally prominent Democrats including Andrew Young and Robert Byrd also campaigned on Ford’s behalf. He received the endorsement of Patterson late in October.44

The Democratic unity events were only part of Ford’s hectic campaign schedule. He continued his personal door-to-door canvassing for as many as eighteen hours every day. By his own account, toward the end of the campaign he was making thirteen speaking appearances in a single day. The pace certainly was draining. Observers reported that he appeared visibly fatigued at events later in the campaign, and he was hospitalized for exhaustion after Election Day. However, Ford’s vigor was attractive to a certain type of young voter: a white campaign volunteer recalls that she was drawn to Ford’s “dynamic personality” and interest in promoting Memphis, and that his youth, attractive family, and appearance of standing against the establishment all contrasted favorably with “stuffy old” Kuykendall. She remembers placing his campaign signs at prominent intersections in white neighborhoods. Ford combined his youth appeal with his campaign themes by airing a radio ad featuring his four-year-old son Harold, Jr., advocating improvements to schools and housing as well as “lower cookie prices.”45

Reaching white voters was important. Ford spoke often at campaign events, and his words were occasionally reported in the daily newspapers and on television news. But he had difficulty garnering invitations to appear before civic organizations whose memberships were primarily white. In late September, Ford challenged Kuykendall to joint appearances—including two debates—at venues where whites were likely to attend.46 He expected white voters to be, either silently or overtly, hesitant about his candidacy. Primarily, there was concern that white voters would object to his race. Compounding this was a perception that John Ford was a black radical. Harold Ford conceded that his brother’s image was “just a bomb in this city.” In his meetings with Kuykendall, and throughout his campaign, Harold Ford developed a rhetorical strategy to deflect racial objections and associations with John Ford, and to press Kuykendall on his record. The strategy, developed by Ford and Bakke, was to “make Ford tolerable to the white community and at the same time make Kuykendall’s image a negative one.” The idea was to convince uncertain white voters to cast a negative vote against Kuykendall (voting for Ford or for independent candidate Louis Porter), or to simply stay away from the polls altogether.47

Ford and Bakke developed this rhetorical strategy specifically in response to their observations of the racial tone of the 1972 election. Patterson had
tried to appeal to white guilt about past discrimination, calling on voters “to set an example by electing a black congressman from Tennessee.” This allowed Kuykendall to counter that Patterson’s “only positive claim of why he should be elected is that he is black.” Kuykendall injected coded racial appeals in his messages, such as his plea to white voters to turn out for the election lest they “let someone else speak for you.” Kuykendall repeated his racial appeals in 1974. His billboards and flyers urged voters to re-elect “your” Congressman, with “your” underlined twice, and attacked Ford for wanting to be “boss of the new Memphis political machine.” Kuykendall also made strong efforts to associate him with the unpopular (among whites) John Ford.48

Ford certainly employed his plan to downplay race and emphasize Kuykendall’s record through media advertising. He did not buy any television ads on the advice of Andrew Young, who felt his losing 1970 campaign for Congress had been undermined by exposing his face to voters who might otherwise have been unaware he was black. (He also was concerned that making his race more visible might inspire otherwise indifferent voters to come to the polls: “We don’t want to bring them out to vote against us.”) But most of Ford’s rhetoric was developed and revealed in his confrontations with Kuykendall.49 In three crucial encounters Ford directly confronted Kuykendall on issues of his choosing. On October 5, the candidates attended a luncheon hosted by former mayor Henry Loeb. Ford took the opportunity to distance himself from his controversial brother by emphasizing his independence: “I am Harold Ford. My name is not Gerald Ford or John Ford.” To demonstrate the shared economic plight of black and white Memphians he used humor to call the audience’s attention to the inflation crisis: “My wife sent me shopping last week. When I checked out it came to $29. When I walked to the car, the man asked me where to put the groceries. ‘Just put them in the glove compartment,’ I said.” Ford deliberately tried to downplay the fraught issue of busing to achieve school integration: “Some of my friends are for busing and some of my friends are against it and I’m with my friends.” But most of his time was spent attacking Kuykendall’s record, listing numerous critiques, from Kuykendall’s taking money from lobbying groups to his voting contrary to the interests of Memphians. A charge Ford would repeat throughout the campaign was that Kuykendall was a “rubber stamp” for Nixon’s legislative priorities. Ford certainly did not sail through the conversation—for example, he was flustered by a question about admitting women to the service academies—but all reports agree that the debate centered on the issues and on Kuykendall’s record rather than Ford’s race.50

By the time of their next meeting, at the Junior Chamber of Commerce on October
17, Ford and his staffers had gathered documentation about Kuykendall's voting record, placing particular emphasis on votes that went against the popular opinion in Memphis and also conflicted with votes of representatives in neighboring Mid-South districts. Ford also had on hand ratings of Kuykendall by pressure groups such as the National Council of Senior Citizens and the National Education Association. Using the low ratings (which Kuykendall claimed pride in, citing his votes as examples of fiscal responsibility), Ford could declare, "Working people of America, we must have more in Congress than Dan Kuykendall. We need someone in the halls of Congress who cares." The debate was so acrimonious that one observer called it "little more than a shouting match."51

The next day, Ford and Kuykendall debated live on radio station WWEE. Ford, armed with his documentation of Kuykendall's record, was thoroughly briefed on the issues. Kuykendall, by contrast, continued to hold Ford in low regard and was not prepared to rebut his challenger's points. Ford aggressively pressed the charges while Kuykendall, perturbed and offended, shouted over him. Press coverage continued to focus on Kuykendall's record and Ford's charges, while repeating Ford's assertion that Kuykendall "has not represented black people or white people but big business." The contrast to the 1972 campaign press, in which Patterson's race was a constant topic of coverage, is notable.52

In reaction to what he claimed was Ford's lying and lack of respect for "time frames," on October 18 Kuykendall cancelled all future debates with Ford. Kuykendall explained that newspaper coverage failed to convey that Ford "keeps misrepresenting the facts... I think I will get the truth printed better" without the debates. Ford felt that the move was designed to limit his opportunities to appear before white audiences. To counter this he contacted the organizations that had planned to host debates and offered to appear regardless of Kuykendall's attendance. Kuykendall responded by making joint appearances, in which Kuykendall would speak and then leave the facility before Ford came on stage, but they never directly addressed one another again. Kuykendall's decision opened a new line of attack for Ford, who began to claim that Kuykendall was "so frightened about his own record that he would run out on me."53

Appearances before largely white audiences gave Ford opportunities to urge a vote against Kuykendall while at the same time presenting his own credentials as a populist who had a role in easing MLGW fees and implementing statewide kindergarten. He pressed Kuykendall on his support for the Russian wheat deal, his close ties to Nixon, and his voting record "in the interests more of big corporations than in the people of the Eighth District." Transcripts of several joint appearances suggest he was success-
One of the Kuykendall 1974 campaign flyers especially attacked the "Ford Machine." It criticized Harold Ford's brothers Emmitt and John, hurling charges of bossism. (Courtesy of the author)

ful in shifting the framework of the election. Audience questions to Kuykendall, it seemed, began to echo Ford's charges. For example, at the Jewish Community Center on October 22, audience members quizzed Kuykendall on his voting record regarding inflation and his reluctance to suspect Nixon of wrongdoing. And at Memphis State University on October 23, Kuykendall was asked about campaign contributions from lobbying groups, his low ratings from pressure groups, and his voting for defense budgets suspected of contributing to inflation.54

Kuykendall used some of his time at the last joint appearance at the University of Tennessee's medical school in Memphis, on October 31, to hurl charges of corruption and bossism at Ford. He claimed that Ford's organization had misused funds to purchase a car for Emmitt Ford's wife and that Ford was receiving
illegal campaign contributions. Ford was prepared with a list of all his contributors that he read to the audience, and a copy of the pink slip for the car, showing it was on loan to the campaign. He also used humor to deflect the charges, referring to Kuykendall’s campaign literature:

I agree that John’s a little noisy on the City Council. But I go to Emmitt Ford. “Other than being Harold and John’s little brother it’s hard to learn anything else about him. He simply wants to be the third cylinder in the Ford machine.” Emmitt is my big brother, he’s older than me and he weighs about one hundred pounds more. That just goes to show you how much Dan Kuykendall and his organization know about Harold Ford. That he doesn’t know any more about his opponent than that you can just imagine how much he knows about the business of this country. And I say that we must reject Dan Kuykendall... And I’m asking all of you to join with Harold Ford and let’s go to the polls on November fifth and reject the man who will not face his opponent face-to-face.35

Ford pounded Kuykendall as the “worst Congressman” on Capitol Hill, exaggerating his low ratings from pressure groups into “at least seven non-partisan organizations have rated my opponent as the worst Congressman to ever serve in the United States Congress.” A frequent accusation was that Kuykendall had not written one bill that had become law. Positioning himself as a tribune for Memphians, Ford promised to pursue legislation that would support “human needs” instead of industrial interests, and serve all his constituents, “black and white, rich and poor, young, old.” This tied to Ford’s campaign theme: “A Democrat for All the People,” which was displayed prominently in advertisements. An important part of Ford’s presentation was a technique that professional fund-raisers call “making the ask”: having made his case, Ford directly and personally appealed for the audience to take a specific action. “We must reject this type of Congressman who’s only served the needs of his buddy Richard Nixon,” argued Ford. “We must reject him on November fifth. We must turn the Eighth Congressional District over to new leadership.”36

This is not to say that Ford completely downplayed issues of race when raised by others. In a question-and-answer session following a campaign speech at the Unitarian Universalist Fellowship on October 26, an audience member asked him about his earlier attacks on the University of Tennessee Medical School for discriminatory admission practices. The questioner wondered how many “qualified” blacks had applied. Ford bristled at the phrasing of the question: “I don’t want to hear about qualified,” he
responded, elaborating that use of such terms allows prejudice to pass under cover of judgment calls. This line, in turn, provoked another audience member to ask whether the election of Ford might further polarize the races. Ford turned the question back to his campaign themes: he agreed that the races should come together, but noted that Kuykendall had said he did not get many minority votes so he did not owe anything to minority constituents. Referring to himself in the third person, as he frequently did, the candidate declared, “Harold Ford will be a Congressman to represent the needs of all the people of the Eight Congressional District, whether they be black, white, rich, poor, male or female.” He further emphasized, “Harold Ford’s gonna be visible in his Eight Congressional District, you can count on that. You might not have to come see Harold; Harold might be at your doorstep.”

There were limits to his inclusivity, to be sure. When pressed on gay rights, for example, Ford evaded the issue. He claimed not to understand the question, and then averred that nothing could be done about it on a federal level, and finally stated that he had not discussed the issue with any other voters.

In the final push to Election Day on November 5, Ford kept up his door-to-door canvassing while enjoying the media attention that accompanied visits from nationally prominent Democratic leaders. He also continued his get-out-the-vote efforts with an innovative radio campaign on Election Day. Stations aimed at black audiences would broadcast advertisements that sounded like news bulletins from the polls. Ford, or one of his well-known supporters such as Isaac Hayes, could be heard saying something like, “It’s eleven o’clock and voting is light in South Memphis. It appears that Kuykendall may be pulling ahead.” The aim was for such spurious reports to impel black voters to the polls.

The election night drama, far from being a sinister conspiracy to suppress a black candidate, appears to have been a misunderstanding. Kuykendall was never really 5,000 votes ahead of Ford in the official count. One of the Jaycees who volunteered to gather vote totals from the precincts for estimation by the press simply “made up” figures for four precincts because he could not be bothered to travel to the South Memphis precincts assigned to him. And the ballots in the basement of the Shelby County Office Building were misplaced by poll workers but would have been counted when the election commission double-checked its tallies. Nonetheless, the fact that the Ford campaign was able to point to the gap in vote tallies is a testimony to its efficiency and organization.

Although most white voters did not vote to reject Kuykendall, white voter turnout was low, which had been one of the aims of Ford’s rhetorical strategy. Post-election analysis showed a “light turnout in the predominantly white
On Election Night of November 5, 1974, Ford (far left) revealed that his staff had found six unopened ballot boxes in the basement of the Shelby County Administration Building. (Mississippi Valley Collection, University of Memphis Libraries)

and affluent precincts that have been the stronghold of Republican Rep. Dan Kuykendall. More impressively, Ford's year-long effort to consolidate the black vote resulted in his winning 94% of the vote in precincts with more than 95% black voters. Even with light turnout in white districts and Ford winning almost all the black vote, the race would still have been a victory for Kuykendall had voting patterns remained the same from 1972 to 1974. But Ford won 11.2% of the vote in precincts more than 95% white, and in racially mixed precincts Ford prevailed with 61.5%. The key to Ford's victory was his economic appeal to lower-middle class voters—a group which was 60% white but which gave Ford 47.5% of the vote. Overall, Ford gained between 15 and 17% of the white vote. Independent candidate Louis Porter received 994 votes, mostly in white precincts. His vote count was larger than Ford's margin of victory; his
votes may have been protest votes against Kuykendall as well.\textsuperscript{61}

Post-election analysis celebrated Ford’s victory as a sign of racial reconciliation. Ford himself said that Memphis had “turned the corner” and did not “think Memphis will have to be two communities anymore.” The \textit{Commercial Appeal} found “a new arithmetic based on the idea that more whites than have previously been expected will vote for a black if they are dissatisfied with a white,” and who warmed up to a candidate like Ford who “was just as willing to ask for a white man’s vote as he was a black man’s.”\textsuperscript{62}

Black Memphians recalled Ford’s victory as a momentous event. Marie Fort thought of it as a time when “black people started fighting back,” leading to “people getting kinder now.” Joe Kearney, who had lived through a century of Memphis history, never thought he would see a black man elected to Congress in Memphis: “They’ve got colored people where I didn’t think they would ever be.” He expected that the presence of Ford in Congress would lead to more opportunities for blacks in Memphis. “If you do that and get along,” he said, “why, you’ll do more after a while.”\textsuperscript{63}

More opportunities did come to black Memphians through Harold Ford. During his eleven terms in the House of Representatives he established a constituent services office famed for its effectiveness and outreach, especially in black neighborhoods. And the Ford political organization was a potent force for delivering votes to support black candidates. Ford, in fact, was a key player in the 1991 campaign that made Willie Herenton the first black mayor of Memphis. But true to his promise to be a Democrat for all the people, Ford pursued policies favored by a wide cross section of Memphians. In all his subsequent elections he never received less than 57% of the vote, and several times he enjoyed majorities of more than 80%\textsuperscript{64}

The forces that allowed Harold Ford to claim his place in history as Tennessee’s first black Congressman were many and varied. Although he owed his favorable electorate to the machinations of redistricting, and had an advantage in the anti-Republican mood of the country in 1973 and 1974, he still faced considerable white opposition. In the face of a racially divided electorate, Ford used rhetorical stances to target Kuykendall’s weaknesses, sedulously canvassed all neighborhoods to reinforce his campaign theme of inclusion, and made efforts to achieve solidarity across the black community and within the larger state Democratic Party that helped shore up votes. In some ways, Ford’s campaign exhibited the hallmarks of any successful Congressional run, relying on party machines, patronage, and voter turnout efforts to ensure that Democratic-leaning voters turned out at the polls. But Ford and his advisors also developed techniques of public address that were calibrated to reach out to disaf-
fected white voters and ease their fears of electing a black Congressman.
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